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ABSTRACT
Photo sharing sites such as Flickr [3] and Fotolog [4] allow
users to publish, organize, and explore photos in a community context combining sharing, annotation, and conversation. However, most hosted communities have architectural
and institutional shortcomings due to their usually centralized nature. Users have little or no control over the community’s policies, functionality, or appearance. The social
data, such as contacts, comments, and group activity, are
locked within a community, while it is usually not possible
to interact with users from other communities.
In this work we introduce Atomique a Web-based software enabling decentralized photo sharing by using open
data formats and protocols from the blogosphere, i.e., RSS
and Trackback, allowing exchange and discussion of photos
in decentralized groups.
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General Terms

networks are locked in dispersed, disconnected databases.
Due to these and further shortcomings of hosted communities a decentralized approach towards photo sharing is desirable.
Decentralized social software in general has been conceptualized before as a distributed infrastructure where a person’s own storage site features a set of interfaces implementing functionality of former centralized services [6, 5]. However, up to now the idea of decentralized social software
has been realized only by the great number of interlinked
weblogs (the so-called ‘blogosphere’), where standardized
mechanisms for notification and subscription constitute an
infrastructure on which decentralized community and discourse is established.
In the following, we first briefly discuss a conceptual model
of decentralized photo sharing as a user-centric alternative
to hosted photo sharing. Then we give a brief overview of
the implemented prototype Atomique.

2.

DECENTRALIZED PHOTO SHARING

A general scenario for photo sharing can be described as
the interaction between the user roles host and guest each
comprising different types of activities (see Fig. 1).
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1.

INTRODUCTION

During the last three years communities based on exchange and discussion of photographs have gained tremendous popularity. Community members upload and annotate
their photos and comment on other members’ photos creating a community based on the shared photos. However, most
photo sharing sites offer limited control to users wishing to
modify appearance or functionality of their photo accounts.
Users engaging in more than one community face involuntary fragmentation of their Web experience as their social
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Figure 1: Scenario for photo sharing
While publishing and accessing photos using an individual photo repository can be done through the Web browser
the challenge is to enable photo sharing in numerous groups
across multiple distributed photo repositories. To achieve
this the proposed Web-based community of interlinked photo
repositories employs existing standards and protocols of the
World Wide Web and the blogosphere. Group actions, e.g.,
joining and leaving, are enabled by Trackback [1] allowing
basic communication between photo repositories. Group
members expose metadata of added photos as RSS feeds [7],
which are aggregated into a new photo stream by the photo
repository hosting the group (see Fig. 2). A group’s photo
repository would then only store member URLs and cache

the photo metadata, while group members have the group’s
URL and thus the interface for notifications. The actual image data is not duplicated but referenced by the group and
then retrieved by the HTTP client, i.e., Web browser or feed
reader. Further details can be found in [2]

Figure 5: Joining an existing group
the photo feeds of individual users and photo groups can be
subscribed not only in conventional feed readers but also in
special-purpose applications (Fig 6).
Figure 2: Photo syndication

3.

ATOMIQUE

The photo repository enabling decentralized photo sharing is written in the server-side programming language PHP
in conjunction with MySQL as the database and CakePHP
as the application framework supporting the Model-ViewController paradigm. The principal method of accessing
Atomique as a software and photo repository is the Web
page (see Fig 3).

(a) NetNewsWire

(b) Apple iPhoto

Figure 6: Subscribing to a photo feed

4.

DEMONSTRATION

During our demo we will demonstrate the general functionality of Atomique. Participants can try out Atomique in
terms of photo upload, categorizing, and sharing in groups
as well as searching and navigation. In particular we will
show different group activities such as joining and creating
groups and adding photos. We will also show how the photo
repository is installed on Web servers and how it can be
customized by the user.

5.
Figure 3: Atomique index and photo pages
To interact with Atomique different types of methods are
employed. Using client-side Javascript actions tags can be
added to a photo or photos can be added to sets and groups
(Fig. 4) without refreshing the whole page. The upload of
photos is carried out using a conventional HTML form.

Figure 4: Adding a photo to a group
To be able to send photos to a group the user needs
to be either the host or a member of this group (Fig 5).
Through the exchange of Trackback messages host and member photo repositories confirm the join procedure and store
each other’s URLs. This way a group’s photo repository
can access and aggregate the members’ RSS feeds containing
the metadata of only those photos designated for the group.
These RSS feeds contain the photos as enclosures and Media RSS elements [8] representing image-related specificities
such as file size, dimension, and URL of thumbnail. Thereby
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